The effects of IDRA 21, a positive modulator of the AMPA receptor, on delayed matching performance by young and aged rhesus monkeys.
IDRA 21, a positive allosteric modulator of the glutamate AMPA receptor, produced a concentration-dependent inhibition of glutamate-induced inactivation of membrane currents in recombinant HEK 293 (human embryonic kidney) cells stably transfected with human GluR1/2 flip receptors. IDRA 21 doubled the charge transfer at a concentration of 70 microM, suggesting that this compound can facilitate excitatory neurotransmission via GluR 1/2 receptors. We next sought to exploit this mechanism of action by examining the drug as a potential cognition-enhancing agent in non-human primates. Oral administration of IDRA 21 produced a highly significant improvement in the performance of a delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task by young adult rhesus monkeys. The pattern of task improvement over the dose range 0.15-10 mg/kg was maintained to 48 hr after the single dose administration. For sessions run after administration of the individualized Best Dose of IDRA 21, task accuracy for Long delay (most difficult) trials was increased by 34% of vehicle. Animals were randomly assigned fixed doses of IDRA 21 to determine whether the positive mnemonic response could be maintained. The repeated doses were separated by 3 days, thus allowing for potential cumulative effects. IDRA 21 produced a gradual increase in task accuracy that was maintained on average above vehicle performance levels over an intermittent dosing schedule during a total period of 3 weeks. A separate group of aged monkeys (>20 y) were, as a group, impaired (during vehicle testing) in DMTS performance efficiency relative to the young cohort. IDRA 21 also improved task accuracy by aged rhesus monkeys over the same dose range, but the responses were not as robust as those exhibited by young animals. Aged subjects also appeared to be more individually sensitive to drug dose, and they exhibited shorter task latencies than did the young group. Despite these differences, when the individualized Best Doses were considered, IDRA 21 produced a robust increase in DMTS accuracy of up to 18% of vehicle for trials associated with Medium delay intervals. For both study groups, no obvious untoward effects of IDRA 21 were noted. These findings support the use of AMPA modulators like IDRA 21 in the treatment of cognitive/memory disorders, including those associated with aging. They also indicate that the drug is associated with long-term effects that could limit dosing regimens to one dose every two or three days. The nature of the protracted mnemonic effects produced by the compound remains to be elucidated.